
COUNCIL MINUTES, OCTOBER 12, 2021 6:00 pm 

 

Opening – Holly Jay 

Attendance: Pastor Olive, Holly Jay, Kay Frunzi, Ashley Fahey, Randy Mann, Don Wick 

Guest: name withheld 

Opening Prayer – Pastor Olive  

Invited Guest Presentation 

  Council was requested, by a congregant who name has been withheld due to the sensitive nature of 

the subject matter, to make a brief presentation. 

  As with the congregant’s name (for the same reason), and even though an Executive session was 

not formally convened, the subject matter of this presentation and the subsequent discussion among 

Council members will not be recorded in these minutes. 

Motion (Made, 2nd and Approved):  The conditions identified, pursuant to the action taken on 

June 8th, 2021, have been satisfactorily met and the restrictions imposed at that time are no 

longer deemed appropriate.  A letter to that effect will be sent to all affected parties.              

Motion Carried 

Action:  As Council moderator, Holly will prepare and distribute this letter. 

Pastor Olive’s Interim Pastor Report 

Hybrid tech support – In an e-mail sent to Holly, Pastor Olive wrote: 

“I'd like to ask the Council if they would be willing to hire, on a temporary basis, Katie Wertz as 

the Audio-Visual person while we put a job description together and interview 

candidates.  She's volunteering right now, but I think we ought to compensate her $60 per 

Sunday.  We need to have someone there (NOW) every week who can do the job and from 

what I've seen of her, she is very capable.  I have her resume and she wants to 

apply.  Otherwise, we are depending on volunteer members (Shellie and Nathan and Marley) 

who cannot always be there….” 

  We have successfully initiated a Hybrid Worship model.  One which will require regular, dependable, 

and qualified tech support to be available each week.  Katie has been available and actively involved, 

on a volunteer basis, since the first Hybrid Worship service at the beginning of Sept.  She has 

willingly and enthusiastically participated each Sunday, faithfully attended mid-week problem solving 

and tech discussions, and has been instrumental in the solutions implemented along the way offering 

valuable insight, relevant experience, and technical expertise. 

  In the discussion Council struggled with the apparent overlap between this tech responsibility and 

the job we have been paying Julie to do for the past 14 months. That job, Digital Worship Designer 

(DWD) was created to provide two primary benefits, Worship Design (including slides, photos, video 

content, et cetera) and Technical support (ZOOM management, presentation coordination, participant 

assistance, whatever) allowing the Pastor to conduct the spiritual aspects of the Worship service and 

relieving various volunteers of those weekly responsibilities.  

  As we have moved to Hybrid Worship services, aspects of each of these responsibilities have 

become more complex and trained volunteers are again required each and every week and, given 



that the tech portion has become more complex it has migrated even further outside Julie’s area of 

expertise, and will continue to do so. 

  Julie’s DWD contract expired at the end of Dec. 2020 when funding (a $3000 grant) ran out and her 

contract should have been renegotiated at that time but was not. This circumstance, too, needs to be 

resolved.  It was proposed that we contract with Julie(Digital Worship Designer) for the Worship 

Design functions and with Katie for the tech aspects, effective immediately. 

The Hybrid Worship is a work in progress and literally each week we make changes, add technology, 

and fine tune the presentation. Consequently, the expertise we needed months ago does not reflect 

the expertise we employ today and, in a couple of months it will be different again.  The Hybrid Team 

is developing a job description, but it too is a ‘work in progress’ as they are still learning what all is 

involved. We think, therefore, that these new contracts should have a limited life expectancy and be 

subject to rethinking and renegotiation at the end of the year. And budgeted accordingly. 

Motion (Made, 2nd and Approved):  To split the outdated DWD job description into two parts, Design 

& Technical Support. Each of these parts will be embellished to reflect current responsibilities and 

relevant expertise. 

Contracts will be offered to Julie (Design) and Katie (Technical Support).  The salary for each will be 

set at $300/month and these contracts will run from the date of signing to Dec. 31st unless extended 

by Council. 

Motion Carried. 

Other Pastor’s report Items  

In addition to conducting Hybrid Sunday Worship, Pastor Olive is working on: 

 Starting Confirmation Classes 

 Commencing Visits with Congregants (Announced in the Newsletter) 

 Trunk or Treat on the 30th 

 Search for Office Manager (with Holly)* 

* Council agreed that the position should be offered at up to 20 hours a week and $16.50/hour. One 

candidate has come forward and would be acceptable, but it was felt that we could wait until the end 

of the week, Oct. 16th, to see if other applications are received. At that time, Holly and Pastor Olive 

are authorized to select and hire the best person available. 

Don Wick 
Hail Damage 
  Two roofing contractors (one door-to-door and one known to me) have inspected the roof and 
indicated that a hail damage claim would be appropriate. I spoke with our agent and he verified that 
we had full replacement insurance with a $1000 deductable. 
Action: Don will contact our agent and submit a claim.  
 
Church Cleaning 
  The church is not currently under contract for regular cleaning. Volunteers have been cleaning those 
areas with heavier use but this matter should be addressed. 
Action: Placed on next month’s agenda 
 
Randy Mann 
Potholes and winter plowing getting closer  



  Our snow plower has contacted Randy expressing concern about plowing to parking lot with the 
damage that currently exists.  Plowing that area will do neither his plow nor our parking lot anything 
good.  Randy recommended that we patch the affected area sufficient to getting us through the 
winter. 
Action: Holly will reach out to Dick Sherer for assistance.  Dick has worked on this issue in the past. 
  
Kay Frunzi 
Update of pledges for HVAC 
  Kay requested a To Date report on the fund-raising effort. 
  Don (the financial secretary) reported that, as of Sunday 10/10/21 we had pledges from 28 members 
totaling $11,700. This is decidedly off the pace we had anticipated. 
 
Closing Prayer 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Don Wick – recording secretary 


